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Align Security with the Business

 Incident Response Ecosystem

The digitization of society has brought cybersecurity to the forefront of executives’

 Advanced Endpoint Protection

and boards’ minds. Rapid adoption of technology has increased both the
amount of data to protect and the available attack surface. As a result, breaches

 Vulnerability Management

have become more public and costly for the enterprise. Laws and regulations

 Security Information and
Event Management (SIEM)

are catching up, placing new, more stringent compliance requirements on

 SIEM Essentials
 Security Device Management (SDM)
 Governance Risk and Compliance
(GRC)
 Segmentation Solution with
Unisys Stealth®
 Identity and Access Management
Services (IAM)

organizations. These factors have led to a severe shortage in cybersecurity talent,
leaving organizations struggling to identify, hire and retain people with the skills
necessary to protect the enterprise.
Protection of critical information requires a holistic, comprehensive and integrated
security strategy underpinned by automation, machine learning and advanced
analytics. Unisys Security Solutions support this strategy with a combination
of leading technology, services and analytics that streamline client security
operations to improve visibility and create a defensible position for the board.

TrustCheck
With TrustCheck™, Unisys fundamentally transforms the cyber risk conversation,
enabling clients to align security initiatives with business strategy. TrustCheck
describes the likelihood and impact of a cyber event across a multitude of attack
patterns and threats. It helps clients identify their greatest risks, not based on
the latest exploit, but rather on the threats that will have the greatest potential
financial impact on their business. After identifying and prioritizing client cyber
risk, Unisys recommends risk treatment strategies aimed at addressing the
greatest potential for loss. TrustCheck enables security leaders to change
security investment conversations from fear, uncertainty, and doubt to objective
cybersecurity economics.

TrustCheck is powered by X-Analytics®, an

 Prioritize risk mitigation activities

innovative, patented method for measuring

 Understand where the risk transfer

and modeling cyber risk in financial terms.

(insurance) zone is for all cyber perils

X-Analytics is the same robust risk model

Through TrustCheck, Unisys enables

used to underwrite billions of dollars of

clients to holistically measure and manage

affirmative cyber risk insurance and quantify

cyber risk exposure in a way that aligns

aggregated cyber risk across portfolios

cybersecurity initiatives with business

and the reinsurance market. TrustCheck

strategy.

brings the financial rigor used by the
insurance industry to enterprise cyber risk

Unisys Expertise

management.

Unisys is committed to your security

Available as a managed service, TrustCheck

operations excellence. As an IT Operations

provides detailed insight into your cyber

company, we understand the operational

risk, and prioritized guidance related to

complexities that exist in unlocking the

understanding, managing, and mitigating

value promise of leading-edge technology.

that risk. TrustCheck converts the

In supporting organizations as a trusted

complexities of cybersecurity and cyber risk

operations partner, we focus not only on

management into financial outputs that are

24x7 quality operations support, but on

objective, reliable, and easy to articulate.

improving security capabilities quarter
over quarter. Our team of experienced

TrustCheck Provides the Ability To:

consultants and analysts helps

 Assess cybersecurity and cyber risk

organizations achieve maximum return on

posture in simple economic terms

their technology investments, removing the

 Determine the likelihood and probability
of a cyber-related financial loss
 Easily communicate cyber risk and risk

complexity of having to hire and retain niche
skillsets. Unisys Security Solutions take a
data-driven, advanced analytics approach to

reduction initiatives to the board

operations, leveraging insights to optimize

 Analyze the return on investment of

leading practices and security technology

cybersecurity investments

configurations for our clients’ environments.

THE UNISYS SECURITY
SOLUTIONS ADVANTAGE
 Full breadth and depth of integrated
security services, including incident
response, governance, online risk
management, compliance, SIEM,
advanced endpoint protection,
segmentation, security device
management, vulnerability
management and identity and
access management.
 Integration with Unisys IT operations
services, simplifying your IT
operations outsourcing model and
helping you operationalize security.
 Actionable steps based on nextgeneration technologies and the
latest security solutions to protect
you against emerging threats.
 Four Security Operations Centers
to manage, monitor and respond
to your cybersecurity needs 24x7,
freeing you from operational
hassles.
 Flexible solutions, based upon your
specific needs such as on-site
delivery, remote delivery or a
combination of both.
 Unisys-proprietary TrustCheck
Service to measure and manage
cybersecurity exposure and align
security with the business.
 Improved configuration and insights
from your operations, driven by
advanced analytics.
 Recognition from leading industry
analysts.

For a robust security posture contact security@unisys.com
or visit www.unisys.com/security
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